Speak Out Now At AC Transit (1.30.17)
AC Management And OUSD
To Kick Oakland Kids Off The Bus?
There are currently thousands of students in
Oakland that depend on subsidized bus passes, extra
school trippers and certain AC Transit routes to get
to and from their schools. The Oakland Unified
School District (OUSD) is getting less money from
the state and is facing a $30 million budget deficit.
It has decided to stop paying its $2.25 million/year
to subsidize these services. It is unclear what will
happen, will certain lines or services be cut? What
about the drivers who have a lot of platform time on
school trippers? Will either side cough up the
money to keep these lines running? In this game to
see who will fold first, why are the kids of Oakland
being used as pawns?
Why is it that in wealthiest nation in the world,
we are told that there are no resources for sufficient
public transportation, especially for young people to
get to school?

Donald Trump’s Con Job
To “Save” Carrier Jobs
Last December, Donald Trump gained attention
for allegedly “saving” jobs at the Carrier plant that
makes heating and air conditioning units in
Indianapolis. The company had announced last
February that the jobs were going to be outsourced
to Monterrey, Mexico.
Despite claims of saving 1,100 jobs, the real
number is closer to 730 in Indianapolis. They are
still moving all of the 700 jobs at Carriers plant in
Huntington, Indiana to Mexico.
Rather than imposing heavy taxes on Carrier for
outsourcing jobs as he claimed he would, Trump did
the opposite. He rewarded the company with $7
million taxpayer funded corporate welfare for over
10 years. On top of this, the company has made it
clear that it will spend millions of dollars to
automate many of the remaining jobs.
Workers in the U.S. have many things in
common with workers in Mexico, China and all
over the world. We have nothing in common with
any C.E.O., politician or president, whatever
patriotic claims they might make.
Trump claims he stands for “America First” but
he really means “America’s Billionaires First!”

The Cost Of Being Poor
It takes money to make money, but if you don’t
have money you lose money. According to the US
Census Bureau, fifteen percent (46.5 million) are in
poverty, while “half of Americans are in or near
poverty.” On top of that 76% of Americans are
living paycheck-to-paycheck.
Public transit takes time, much more time than
driving a car. If you are able to afford a car,
chances are it is older, uses more gas, and requires
more maintenance. Apartments require good credit
and large security deposits. Eating good healthy
food costs time and money. Nearby local stores
often charge more than stores in suburban markets.
Banking is a challenge, with outrageous payday
loan interest to large fees for overdrafts. With low
wages, and low free time, a second job could take
more of what we don’t have.
Inequality is costing all of us. Today the 3,000
richest Americans make more than the poorest 23
million. The average McDonald’s employee takes
seven months to earn what the McDonald’s CEO
makes in an hour. Now, if we could just visualize
what it would look like if we didn’t depend on the
system the way it is. What would it mean if we all
had more time, equitable money, jobs that are more
fulfilling; possibly giving us a more meaningful
life? Instead, we are always chasing after the money
that we may never get.

Check out the new documentary, “I Am Not
Your Negro” about James Baldwin, who was
one of America’s greatest writers and a famous
civil rights figure. It will be playing at select
theaters so be sure to check for schedules and
locations.

